DARK: ANTIKYTHERA (50’)
An immersive audio experience, inspired by the night sky

Composers: Daniel Pitman and Gabriella Smart
Seaboard Roli & Electric Cristal: Gabriella Smart
Sampling, Synth, and Guitar: Daniel Pitman

DARK:ANTIKYTHERA is inspired by the Dark Sky movement and by the
Antikythera Mechanism, a delicate clockwork device that was built by the
ancient Greeks ca. 70 BC. that predicted the position of the sun, moon and
planets. Only two of these devices, celebrated as the original ancestor of
the modern computer, were ever built. Their value was immense, and
nothing of this mechanical intricacy would be seen again until the early
14th century.
The Dark Sky movement campaigns internationally to
reduce light pollution, thus fostering increased visibility of the night sky,
reducing the effects of artificial lighting on the environment, protecting
wildlife, and reducing worldwide energy usage.
The clarity of the night sky is foremost in DARK:ANTIKYTHERA, where the
audience is seated outdoors in a large circle in total nocturnal darkness,
bordered by a powerful surround sound system that directs the audience’s
attention upwards towards the night sky. Tonight’s premiere is a result of
creative developments with Museum SA, ArtSA, and most recently at
Oratunga Station, Flinders Ranges.

DARK:ANTIKYTHERA comprises six movements:
1) Black Hole
Piano samples, live synthesizer
A black hole is a region of space where gravity is so strong that nothing – from
particles to electromagnetic radiation such as light – can escape from it.
Mirroring this image of life disappearing relentlessly into a black hole, a
haunting piano motif performed and recorded by Gabriella is reversed,
juxtaposed against the beauty of a tonal melody performed by Daniel Pitman
on synthesiser and other samples.
2) Rings of Saturn
Live Electric Cristal, live guitar
The rings of Saturn comprise an enormous, complex structure; they are the
most extensive ring system of any planet in the Solar System. From edge-toedge, this ring system is larger than the distance between Earth and the Moon.
Saturn is rising on the horizon to the West tonight.

DARK:ANTIKYTHERA comprises six movements:
3) Sky and Earth Reflect One Another
Black Cockatoo and Magpie recordings, synthesiser, sampling.
Using as its departure point the belief by many Indigenous peoples that what
we see in the sky is also reflected on Earth, two iconic bird species have been
recorded – the magnificent, endangered Black Cockatoo, and the Magpie,
which at certain times of the year will sing late into the night, and pre-dawn.
4) Space Junk
Sampling, guitar
As the Cosmos rocket remains pass overhead, consider the plethora of
manmade junk that circles our planet – in Space Junk, endless narratives
reference the optimism and confidence of 50’s and 60’s cold war rhetoric
around space pioneer exploration.

DARK:ANTIKYTHERA comprises six movements:
5) Milky Way
Electric Cristal, guitar, colonial piano samples
In Western mythology, the term Milky Way is inspired by the Greek Goddess
Hera, who sprayed milk across the sky. In China, this Galaxy that includes our
Solar System is called ‘Silver River’, in the Kalahari Desert, the ‘Backbone of
Night’. Its immensity is reflected in the vast sounds of the Electric Cristal, with
live guitar-inspired electronics.
6) Moon
Sampling, Roli Seaboard solo, Synth
The moon, emerging just over the horizon to the west, is a constant; marked as
much by its absence as by its dazzling fullness throughout its lunar cycle. In this
last movement, clarity and sparsity reflect this calm, with recorded orchestral
timbres reversed to create deep sonic textures.

DARK:ANTIKYTHERA was created in partnership with
Chamber Music Adelaide, SA Museum, The University of Adelaide and
Production Company 20 Sound, with ongoing consultation with
Ben McHenry (Science Centre of the SA Museum),
Dr. Kym Thalassoudis, (President of the Astronomy Society of SA) and the
Australasian Dark Sky Alliance.

